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About This Game

Kimmy is a visual novel style game about a summer spent babysitting in late 1960s Massachusetts. You play as Dana,
who stumbles across Kimmy--a tiny girl wandering around alone in her neighborhood. Dana decides to take Kimmy under her
wing, worried that she's having trouble making friends, and decides to be her babysitter. Let summer begin! Collect trinkets,

play street games, and learn more and more about Kimmy and her mysterious family as summer passes by.

Features:

A dialogue rich story that takes place over the course of 5 acts.

Over 10 characters to chat with and get to know throughout the story.

A painterly art-style brings the characters to life, including multiple illustrated cut scenes.

An intimate story about childhood, honesty and growing up.

Recommendations and Notes
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A single play through takes about 2 to 3 hours.

Play multiple times to see all of the conversations.

Headphones are recommended.

Content warning:

Kimmy is a game about childhood, but it does address some more serious issues and is primarily intended for adults. There are
conversations between the characters about things like death, profanities and alcohol. Please consider this before playing this

game with younger kids.

Credits:

Designed and written by: Nina Freeman
Illustrated and written by: Laura Knetzger

Programmed by: Aaron Freedman
OST Composed by: Louie Zong
Sound design by: Amos Roddy

Special thanks to Noel Clark for the Kimmy logo design.

Kimmy was originally commissioned by Humble Bundle as a part of the Humble Monthly Bundle, released to subscribers
in January of 2017. Special thanks to Humble Bundle for their support in the development of Kimmy!
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Title: Kimmy
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Star Maid Games
Publisher:
N/A
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2017
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Not split into an episodic series.. Works with Manjaro/Arch...
Traditional point click - explore game...
. Very Difficult.
Many paths to take.
Many mistakes to make.. Its a cool game though very complicated. I do like the battlestations feel to the game. Has a large
amount of bugs, though making a game like this only whith no major bugs better and up to date graphics would be great. Since i
think that the graphics a badly outdated and there are many bugs. This is a unfinished game. I do like the idea behignd the game,
and it gameplay is unique. 4/10. But I would not recommend this to be played. Well unless it goes very cheap on a steam sale of
course.. Very good puzzle game. It is small game of 5 planets and every one of them has unique puzzle. Every puzzle is hard to
solve and require logical thinking.

Strongly recommend to buy the game and solve those puzzles, coz after you do, you can say u are an inteligent person.

Game needs a little bit user friendly interface, but it is no problem, its not the point of the game.

English and Czech dabing.

. Nice artstile but hitboxes ar far to big and the world somtimes moves when you get close. Good for kids.. 10\/10 You can kill
your friends and take all their stuff
- You can play chicken fight with your friends
- Squad with your friends and kill other friends
- Squad with your friends and kill enemies
- Squad with your friends and hunt
- Squad with your friends and go on a looting spree
- Squad with your friends and do quests together
- Squad with your friends and solve puzzles
- Delve into caves with your friends
- Play hide and go seek with your friends
- Chop down trees with your friends
- Laugh at your friends when they get stuck and can't move
- Laugh at your friends when they die from falling
- Get stuck running around at night scared to death with your friends
- Swim with your friends and even drown with your friends
- Build with your friends and destroy with your friends
- Live with your friends and die with your friends

If you have no friends, there are plenty of NPCs and animals to talk to. Game is an absolute gem.. I don't know man!
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Making 3D models in VR was something I'd wanted ever since I first witnessed Room Scale in action. Mesh Maker is fairly
bare bones, but in it's current state it already delivers on this promise. As someone who does not have an artistic bone in their
body but still wants to make games, waiting on others to create 3d models for me has always been an issue. Now thanks to Mesh
Maker VR, I can at the very least make my own placeholder art, or create my own models for a simpler looking game.

Mesh Maker is perfectly capable of making more complex and detailed models to be sure, though it is missing many quality of
life features that would speed up model making considerbly, for this reason I feel actual 3d modellors might find it limited in it's
current state, but I would urge you to keep an eye on it at the very least.

Fairly useful and incredibly cool little tool in it's current state with the potential to be something truly amazing.. im not sure is
worth the money... because you only generate planets and you cant make your own. i can make some basic 3d planets if i just
put them in some main file like C:\\Program Files (x86)\\Steam\\steamapps\\common\\Space2D\\Planets
this would be 1000X better. or if i can make background parallax. after all its not bad,but limited... how you put planets? and all
stuff you should leave folders so people can put their content. Looks and plays like an Android game, it's very simple. no
complexity or in depth objectives, build this, build that, and wait. It can be fun at first but it then turns very bland and boring, if
you're a very big fan of town sims, or you like to collect them, then knock yourself out, otherwise, I can't really recommend
this.. Make no mistake, Velocibox is very, very dificult. I reached level 2 a few times.

That being said, it's a solid game. Very fast, very difficult, but very fair. It's clear where you went wrong. That you ziged when
you should have zaged. That you started turning just a hair too late.

Games are quick enough (often lasting under 10 seconds for the likes of me) that it becomes all to easy to hit the retry button.

All in all, if your looking for a simple but challenging game, this is a good choice.. Enjoyed the game play and creativity shown
by the developers. I found as I was just getting good at the mechanics the story mode was done. So, I replayed the last mission
just for practice before moving on to the skirmish. Good thing too because it is where this game's potential is truly shown. This
is just a teaser but it has done its job....want more! I'll be first in line to get the beta.. I love this game. I'm recommending this
game due to it being very approachable to players of all skill levels as well as it being done by Arc System Works. Also for
several other reasons but I'm going to list these due to them being my stronger reasons.

1. A TUTORIAL MODE!! This game has a tutorial mode to help grasp the basics of the game and get ya started as well as
making the game approachable.

2. The game's structure for combos and gameplay is well balanced and very easy to just pick up and play.

3. Has a very deep structure to the gameplay and combos for your more competitive scene players as well as something for new
players to strive for.

4. It has IN-GAME FRAME DATA!! Not many fighting games do this and I'm so glad that FighterZ has done this (although it
took a year but, better than never). This allows player to get better at the game without having to hit Google and Youtube real
hard.

5. Its \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Dragonball fellas. If you're a fan of the series you're gonna love this game, even more so if
you love fighting games.

6. A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING TUTORIAL MODE!!

Now there are a few niche complaints from me about it, but I'm able to look past them a bit and they shouldn't be takin' too
seriously due to them not ruining the entire experience of the game for me. Then again its up to your preference if it deters you
from gettin' it.

1. RAGE QUITTERS are not penalized for\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 As well as you won't get the win or Battle
Points (BP) to rank up in Ranked if they rage quit before the K.O.

2. A lot of representation of Goku in the game. Goku SS, Goku SSB, Goku Base, Goku GT. There could've been a different
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way to approach this, but I'm not sure. I just know we didn't need 4 different iterations of Goku taking up character slots.

3. The game is a bit slow on the uptake when it comes to balance patches and other things. The Game is getting more and more
balanced as well as tuned, but its quite slow to do so.

Overall I give the game a 9 out of 10 and highly recommend to players who love Dragonball, fighting games, and new players
who want to start their first fighting game.. If you liked Hack Run then you'll definitely enjoy Hack Run ZERO. These guys
made an effort to improve the game and took off passwords that did not make any sense, which I believe was the main turn off
in the last game. You get to hack outside the work terminal, which is also a plus. If guessing passwords is your thing then this
game is for you.. Before reading, please consider this:
I would wholeheartedly recommend this soundtrack if they fixed the misleading discription. This soundtrack was one of the
main reasons I decided to purchase the game in the first place and I think they did an excellent job on it.

ALSO:
If you don't understand what I mean by "audio quality" and "kbps" then you should look it up and enlighten yourself, don't down-
vote this review for helpfulness because this isn't about opinion.

Now here is the problem:
The description says that the soundtrack includes "every song in the game at 320kbps CD quality."

These are all the songs that do not meet the advertised quality of "320kbps"

Target World (Shang Mu Academy) -----128kbps
Up the Creek (Jade Creek 1) -----256kbps
Up the Sub (Jade Creek 2) -----256kbps
Pangu Lagoon 1 (English) -----128kbps
Pangu Lagoon 1 (Japanese) -----128kbps
Time Attack -----128kbps
Relic Maze (Extended Mix) -----256kbps
Freedom Planet Theme (Orchestral Remix) -----128kbps
Beta Dragon Valley 1 -----128kbps
Beta Minor Boss Battle -----128kbps
Beta Speed Powerup -----128kbps
Beta Title -----128kbps

The information I am presenting you is FACT. These values were obtained from opening the sound files and reading the
detected audio quality. The reason I have zero hours of playtime is simply because I use a different music player than the one on
Steam.

 If they say this album is 320kbps, then ALL of the songs in it must be at least 320kbps. I will change my review to
"recommended" as soon as either the sound quality or discription is fixed.

P.S. If you want a better quality version, you can get it on Bandcamp for a few dollars more.. Seriously great game. Spent
countless hours playing this as a kid, and I'll spend many more for the rest of my life.. Game is good overall but the game seems
a bit easy after a few games. i wish there was a way to extend the game or have custom rules.

Pros: Game was addictive. there is 2 modes. basic and standard and standard changes the rules a bit which helped with
difficulty. last as another reviewer said it "scratches the itch" unfortunatly it did not last very long imo but the game was fun.

Cons: no tooltips (yet) DLC is 4 maps and the game only came with 2 maps. The pricing for the DLC feels expensive as well
imo. The game was 8.99 (9.99 original price) and each DLC map is 4.49 (4.99 original price) all four for 17.96. I would have
liked them to add cutom rules for custom games. this last one is just my opinion but i dont like that the games feel so short. i
tried the games with both few and many AI and both felt easy imo. wanted to find a way to make it a bit harder.
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Overall i think the game was great and the price was pretty good. i would love it if custom rules got added. I am happy with
purchase. I do not write reviews a whole lot but i felt since i didnt find a review saying what i wanted to know (at the time of my
purchase) i figured i would write one and possibly help someone.
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